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Abstract

Integrated photonic circuits provide a versatile toolbox of functionalities for ad-

vanced quantum optics applications. Here, we demonstrate an essential component

of such a system in the form of a Purcell enhanced single-photon source based on a

quantum dot coupled to a robust on-chip integrated resonator. For that, we develop

GaAs monolithic ring cavities based on distributed Bragg reflector ridge waveguides.

Under resonant excitation conditions, we observe an over twofold spontaneous emission

rate enhancement using Purcell effect and gain a full coherent optical control of a QD-

two-level system via Rabi oscillations. Furthermore, we demonstrate an on-demand
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single-photon generation with strongly suppressed multi-photon emission probability

as low as 1% and two-photon interference with visibility up to 95%. This integrated

single-photon source can be readily scaled up, promising a realistic pathway for scal-

able on-chip linear optical quantum simulation, quantum computation and quantum

networks.
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Advanced quantum optics applications such as quantum networks, quantum simulation

and quantum computing require single-photon sources with simultaneously high efficiency

and degree of photons indistinguishability. Among different kinds of emitters self-assembled

quantum dots (QDs) coupled to optical cavities have been shown to be one of the brightest

on-demand single-photon sources up to date (SPS),1–3 which can simultaneously reach almost

unity single-photon indistinguishability and purity as well extraction efficiency as high as

60%.3–6 Those advances allowed already for demonstration of on-demand CNOT-gates,7–9

heralded entanglement between distant spin qubits,10,11 quantum teleportation12,13 or the

recent realization of 20-photon boson sampling.14 This tremendous progress in QD-based

single-photon sources have been achieved by a combination of resonant excitation3,15,16 to

eliminate emission time jitter and cavity quantum electrodynamics to overcome fundamental

limitations set by intrinsic exciton-phonon scattering inherent in solid-state platform.17

As the quantum optics experiments have increased in complexity, there has been an

increasing need to transition bulk optics experiments to integrated photonic platforms, where

all components could be placed on the same chip. It means that single photons sources,

photonic circuitry and detectors could be optically interconnected with very small losses

and allow to control single-photon states with greater fidelity. More-importantly integrated

circuits combined with quantum emitters are believed to be a reliable approach to achieve
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full scalability towards large scale quantum optics.2,18,19

The GaAs material system with embedded QDs seems to be a perfectly suited system for

that purpose, where both fully homogeneous20–24 and heterogeneous25–28 integrated photonic

circuits were realized. In this approach, light can be directly coupled into in-plane waveg-

uides (WGs) and combined with other functionalities on a chip such as phase shifters,29,30

beam splitters,20,27,31 filters,26,32,33 detectors24,34 and other devices for light propagation,

manipulation and detection on a single photon level. Moreover, integrated circuits allow

to spatially separate excitation and detection spots, which straightforwardly enables apply-

ing resonant driving schemes to slow-down decoherence processes and reduce on-demand

emission time-jitter.35–40

Among different on-chip QD-integration implementations, a particular emphasis over

last years has been devoted to photonic crystal (PhC) and nanobeam WGs.21,23,41,42 Espe-

cially, pulsed resonance fluorescence generation of indistinguishable single photons in waveg-

uides was achieved recently.38,39 Despite this progress, the persistent problem of PhC and

nanobeam WGs systems are their large propagation losses and fragility,19 limiting dimen-

sions of freestanding circuits to a few hundred microns. Combination of PhC and nanobeam

WGs with GaAs ridge waveguides43 or heterogeneous integration with SiO2/Si3N4 ridge

waveguides25–27 have been also proposed, however, it demands complicated multi-step fabri-

cation process and introduces losses at interfaces. Alternative approach offering more robust

design with high mechanical stability are monolithic ridge waveguides. Typically, those are

based on GaAs core layer and distributed Bragg reflector (DBR) or AlGaAs layers cladding.

Using this system, complex integrated circuits with large footprints have been realized20,30,44

promising a clear path towards scalability. Using GaAs ridge waveguides full on-chip second-

order correlation experiments have been implemented44 and pulsed resonance fluorescence

demonstrated,37,40,45 which allowed recently for single-photon generation with non-corrected

two-photon interference visibility of 97.5%.40 The main challenge in the broader application

of GaAs ridge waveguides with QDs in quantum integrated photonics is relatively low cou-
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pling efficiency of photons emitted from QD to waveguide mode (15-22% into each WG arm),

due to the low-refractive-index contrast between GaAs and AlGaAs materials. One route

to overcome this problem is the application of the Purcell effect to boost up QD emission

funnelling into the WG mode.46

Hereby we will combine cavities with ridge waveguides and show that such a system

has the potential of achieving simultaneously high coupling efficiency and near-unity single-

photon indistinguishability in reliable integrated circuit platform. Among different types of

cavities, ring resonators are well established on-chip functionalities in integrated circuits.47

They are commonly used as filters,25,26,32 switches48 or parametric down-conversion pair

sources.49 Due to easily achievable high-quality factors (Q), they are also perfectly suited for

increasing light-matter interaction with quantum emitters.25,50 Recently, devices combining

the InAs QDs with ring resonators have been realized by the heterogeneous integration of

GaAs and Si3N4 platforms. Spontaneous emission enhancement factors up to 4 have been

observed,25 however, experiments have been limited to non-resonant continuous-wave (cw)

excitation only, which is known to degrade the purity and indistinguishability of emitted

photons, so that high-performance on-demand SPS ring devices were not realized yet.

In this article, we demonstrate resonantly driven triggered SPSs consisting of self-assembled

InAs/GaAs QDs coupled to on-chip ring resonators based on the DBR ridge waveguides

within the same GaAs wafer. By spectral tuning of the QD emission into the ring cav-

ity mode, we achieve an over twofold spontaneous emission rate enhancement, reveled by

time-resolved studies. Furthermore, we observe Rabi oscillations visible from the QD emis-

sion intensity variation as a function of pump pulse area, demonstrating coherent optical

control. Finally, we show a generation of single and indistinguishable photons on demand

by performing second-order correlation experiments in Hanbury-Brown-Twiss (HBT) and

Hong-Ou-Mandel (HOM) configurations. By employing resonant excitation scheme within

on-chip ring-bus-waveguide system we observe strongly suppressed multi-photon emission

probability better than 1% and two-photon interference with visibility up to 95%. Combina-
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tion of those results makes our DBR ridge ring resonator single-photon source a competitive

with other integrated structures approaches.
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Figure 1: On-chip integrated ring resonator device. (a) Artistic scheme of the DBR waveg-
uide (WG) based ring resonator. Single quantum dots are placed within the core of the WG
and excited optically from the top. Emitted photons are collected from the side facet of the
structure within the tapered out-coupler. (b) Scanning electron microscope images of the
fabricated ring resonator devices with radius R of 10 µm. (c) DBR WG cross-section with
marked layers. (d),(f) Simulated Purcell factor vs energy for the 2 µm width ring resonator
with an outer radius of 10 µm coupled to 0.2 µm width bus WG and 0 and 25 nm ring-bus-
WG gap, respectively. (e),(g) Simulated QD emission coupling efficiency into the bus WG
for 0 and 25 nm gap structures, respectively. Very high quality factor Q of the 25 nm gap
ring cavity required limiting the simulation spectral window to 20 nm. (h) Purcell factor
vs Q factor taken from Fig. 1(d) and (f), reveling clear linear dependence for fundamental
(dot-dashed line) and higher-order radial modes (dashed line).

An artistic sketch of our integrated system is shown in Fig.1(a). It consists of following

elements: the ring resonator coupled in-plane to bus waveguide, circular Bragg grating on

the one end of the WG working as a reflector and tapered out-coupler designed to minimize

reflection and optimize out-coupling efficiency into the off-chip collection optics (more details

in Supporting Information). To operate our device as an on-chip SPS, the QD is excited

from the top of a ring and the single-photon emission is collected from the bus waveguide

after more than 1 mm travel distance by the tapered out-coupler localized on the sample

edge. The cross-section of the DBR WG is shown in Fig.1(c).

In this work, we consider two ring resonator designs: (i) based on uniform single-mode
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(SM) WG width of 0.8 µm of both the ring and the bus section and (ii) based on multi-mode

(MM) 2.0 µm width WG uniform within the ring and tapered bus WG narrowing from 2.0 µm

to single-mode 0.2 µm width section close to the coupling region. A tapering section in case

of second design ensures that light is coupled and guided only in the fundamental transverse-

electric (TE) mode of the MM bus waveguide, which can be latter efficiently back coupled

to single-mode WG using mode converters (more details in Supplementary Information).

The first design is simpler and more straightforward to combine with other on-chip SM

functionalities, such as beam-splitters or interferometers. However, small width WGs tends

to have larger propagation losses, since less tightly confined mode is more susceptible to

scattering due to sidewalls roughness.51 Indeed, in case of the considered system, we observe

propagation losses on the level of 2-3.5 dB/mm for 2.0 µm width WGs and 4-7 dB/mm in

case of 0.8 µm WGs.

To optimize the structure geometry for maximized Purcell, we fabricated a set of ring

devices with various diameter and ring-bus-WG spacing (gap), and performed a systematic

check of the Q-factors via optical measurements. For rings with R ≤ 5 µm the quality

factor was limited to 1-2k due to the fabrication imperfections (mainly surface roughness).

In contrary, for rings with R ≥ 10 µm modes with Q exceeding 7-12k were observed. Within

such mode volume to Q factor trade-off, we concluded that rings with R = 10 µm are the

most promising in terms of obtainable Purcell (more details in Supplementary Information).

For the quantitative estimate of the maximal obtainable Purcell enhancement and waveg-

uide coupling efficiency, we simulated photonic properties of our devices using Finite Differ-

ence Time Domain (FDTD) method. By placing a point dipole in the ring cavity mode, we

calculated Purcell enhancement factor, defined as power emitted by a dipole source in the

ring normalized to the power emitted by the dipole in a homogeneous (bulk) environment.

Results of simulations for a ring with WG profile of 2.0 x 1.3 µm, 10 µm outer radius and

0.2 µm bus WG are presented in Figures 1(d) and (f) for gap-less and 25 nm gap structures,

respectively. Clear sharp peaks at energies fulfilling traveling wave resonance conditions
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λm = 2πngR for fundamental and higher-order radial modes can be distinguished, where m

is a mode number, λ is a wavelength, ng is a group refractive index and R is a ring radius.

The simulated Purcell factors can reach values up to 6 with Q of 2k-18k for gap-less rings

and Purcell up to 40 with Q of 50-100k for 25 nm gap rings. In Fig.1(e) the efficiency of the

QD emission coupling into the bus WG is plotted for gap-less ring device. Values as high

as 67% are obtainable, which consist of 70% QD-to-ring and 96% ring-to-bus-WG coupling

contributions. Despite very high Purcell for 25 nm gap rings and thus almost unity coupling

into the ring cavity mode, a relatively low coupling of 2-6% into the bus WG is expected, as

shown in Fig. 1(g). With successive increase of the gap to 50 nm, WG coupling decreases

even further, while Purcell seems to be unaffected (see Supplementary Information). Taken

together, these results suggest that maximal obtainable Purcell for 10 µm radius rings is

40 and it is limited by bending losses. By plotting the Purcell factor vs Q for each mode,

linear dependencies for fundamental and higher-order radial modes are observed as shown

in Fig. 1(h). Following this relation, Purcell of 5-6 for Q of 10k and 10-12 for Q of 20k is

expected. Similar simulations for rings placed inside the bus WG (negative gap) are sum-

marized in Supplementary Information. Interestingly, we found that for -100 nm gap, the

total bus WG coupling efficiencies up to 90% seems to be feasible with a moderate Purcell

of around 2.

For optical characterization of our ring devices, we use top-excitation and side-detection

micro-photoluminescence setup and cooldown sample to 4.5 K using a high-stability closed-

cycle cryostat. The PL signal is collected from side facet after around 1 mm travel distance in

the bus WG. First, we consider MM ring resonator with 10 µm radius and 100 nm nominal

gap between the ring and tapered bus WG. In Figure 1(b) scanning electron microscope

(SEM) images of the example fabricated ring resonator are shown. Higher magnification

SEM images suggest that the GaAs cavity layer is not completely etched (effectively gap is

<100 nm). Figure 2(a) shows a side collected photoluminescence (PL) spectra from a QD1

under above-band gap cw excitation. A single emission line at 1.337 eV is visible with the
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setup resolution limited linewidth. The inset in Fig. 2(a) shows investigated ring modes with

Q factor values of around 6-7k, probed by photoluminescence at high power (the ensemble

of QDs act as a spectrally broad light source). We tune the QD emission energy across the

ring cavity mode by increasing the sample temperature. At around 14 K a resonance of the

QD emission with the ring mode is established, as shown in Fig. 2(b).
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Figure 2: (a) Side detected photoluminescence spectrum from QD1 recorded under non-
resonant cw excitation and temperature of 5 K. Inset: Optical modes of the ring under
investigation. (b) Temperature dependence of the QD1 PL spectrum.

Next, device characteristics under s-shell resonant excitation were checked. Figure 3(a)

shows side detected pulsed resonance fluorescence spectra from QD1. In Inset of Fig. 3(a)

the peak intensity versus the square root of the incident power is shown. Clear oscillatory

behavior with damping at higher power is observed, which is clear evidence of Rabi oscil-

lations related to coherent control of the QD two-level system. The data have been fitted

with exponentially damped cosine function assuming phonon-related dephasing included in

quadratic exponential damping term.52

To verify Purcell enhancement, we performed time-resolved resonance fluorescence mea-

surements for different QD-cavity detunings as plotted in Fig. 3(b)-(c). All time traces

exhibit mono-exponential decays. In strongly detuned case, beside QD-related emission de-

cay, non-filtered laser contribution is also visible. At a temperature of 14 K, corresponding

to the QD-cavity resonance, the shortest lifetime of 230 ps has been observed [time trace

with blue points in Fig. 3(b)]. In case of 0.37 meV detuning [magenta points in Fig. 3(b)]

time constant of 480 ps has been recorded. For comparison, in case of QDs coupled to
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Figure 3: (a) Pulsed resonance fluorescence spectrum of QD1 at 5 K. Inset: Resonance
fluorescence intensity vs square root of power demonstrating Rabi oscillations. (b) Time-
resolved resonance fluorescence traces recorded for 0.37 meV and no QD-cavity detuning.
(c) Resonance fluorescence decay time vs QD-cavity energy detuning demonstrating Purcell
enhancement.

straight ridge waveguides, we observe decay time constants on the level of 500-580 ps under

resonant driving conditions.40 By comparing 230 ps with the 500 ps lifetime, we can extract

an over twofold radiative rate enhancement for the considered QD. The measured decay time

as a function of detuning [Fig. 3(c)] is well fitted by the standard weak-coupling theoretical

model (black curve) assuming coupling to the cavity mode with a quality factor of 7k, and

considering that the emission rate into cavity follows a Lorentzian dependence with respect

to the detuning. From fit, we extracted a maximum 2.4-fold enhancement of the spontaneous

emission rate with Purcell factor Fp of 1.4 assuming that QD emission rate outside ring cav-

ity mode is equal to emission rate in bulk GaAs (more details in Supporting Information).

For the Purcell of 1.4, coupling efficiency into the cavity mode β, reaches values as high as

58% following formula β = FP/(FP + 1), in respect to 30-44% coupling efficiency limitation

in the non-structured WGs. Assuming 96% coupling between ring and bus WG, we expect

an overall coupling efficiency of 55%. To cross-check this value, we additionally estimated

the QD-bus-WG coupling efficiency, based on the single-photon detector counts and total

efficiency of the circuit (more details in Supplementary Information). By careful calibration

of the setup transmission, we obtained the total device extraction efficiency of 2.4% into the

first detection lens and lower limit of QD-WG coupling on the level of 10%. We point out
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that, QD-WG coupling efficiency was derived assuming that all on-chip functionalities such

as reflector, tapers and out-coupler perform as good as theoretically expected, which most

likely strongly underestimate the calculated efficiency value (more details in Supplementary

Information).

To characterize our ring device single-photon emission statistics, auto-correlation exper-

iments at a temperature of 5 K have been performed on the resonance fluorescence signal

filtered out from a broader laser profile and phonon sidebands. In Fig. 4(a) a second-order

correlation function histogram recorded in HBT configuration under π-pulse excitation is

shown. At zero delay it shows clear antibunching with almost perfectly vanished multi-

photon emission probability of g(2)(0) = 0.0191± 0.007. The experimental data is fitted by

two-sided mono-exponential decay with a time constant of 260 ps, convoluted with the setup

instrumental response function (IRF) with a width of 50 ps.
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Figure 4: (a) Second order correlation function histogram recorded for pulsed resonance
fluorescence under π-pulse excitation power. The value of g(2)(0) is calculated from the
integrated photon counts in the zero-delay peak divided by the average of the adjacent set of
peaks, while the uncertainty of the g(2)(0) is based on the standard deviation of the Poissonian
peaks integrated counts. (b) Two-photon interference Hong-Ou-Mandel histogram recorded
for 3 ns time separated co- (blue pints) and cross-polarized (grey points) single photons
under pulsed resonance fluorescence and π-pulse excitation power.

Next, we test the indistinguishability of emitted photons through Hong-Ou-Mandel (HOM)

interference experiments. For that purpose, we excite QD1 by a pair of pulses separated

by 3 ns. Two subsequently emitted photons are then filtered by a monochromator and

introduced into fibre-based 3 ns delay unbalanced interferometer, where a delay between
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them is compensated to superimpose single-photon pulses on the beam splitter.1 A resulted

two-photon interference histogram for orthogonal (gray points) and parallel (blue points)

polarized photons is shown in Figure 4(b). The histogram consists of five 3 ns delayed peaks

of the central cluster. In the case of identical polarizations, an almost vanishing zero-delay

peak is observed. In contrast, for two photons with cross-polarization, the zero-delay peak

has the same intensity as its adjacent ±3 ns delayed peaks. To evaluate the zero-delay peak

area in respect to the neighbouring peaks the experimental data have been fitted with the

two-side exponential decay functions convoluted with the setup IRF (more details in Sup-

plementary Information). Upon the fitting procedure, we obtain a raw value of two-photon

interference visibility of 0.90±0.02. After including the residual multi-photon probability

of g(2)(0) = 0.0191, as well as non-perfect interferometer visibility and splitting ratio1 we

determined a corrected degree of indistinguishability to be 0.95±0.02.

Similar optical characterization has been repeated on two other ring devices, with radius

of 10 µm and 40 µm, respectively. In case of second 10 µm radius ring, the shortest lifetime of

210 ps was observed (Fp = 1.7) with g(2)(0) of 0.035±0.001 and corrected indistinguishability

of 0.93±0.02. In case of 40 µm radius ring, no significant Purcell enhancement was observed

(lifetime of 400 ps), while emitter indicated very good single-photon performance with g(2)(0)

of 0.04±0.01 and corrected indistinguishability of 0.95±0.02 (corresponding graphs and more

details in Supplementary Information).

Demonstration of high-performance SPSs coupled to on-chip resonators is an impor-

tant step towards large scale implementations of quantum photonic circuits. Within the

investigated GaAs platform, our QD-ring devices could be straightforwardly combined with

integrated beam splitters,20,30,53 which inherently offers near-perfect mode-overlap and very-

high stability of the optical path-lengths, which enable high-fidelity quantum interference

on-chip - an essential component for quantum information processing. Monolithic integra-

tion of QDs with GaAs circuits might be thus considered as a reliable pathway towards full

on-chip scalability, both in terms of realizing mechanically stable large footprint circuit, as
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well as in terms of fulfilling 1% two-photon gate operation error threshold and 67% total

efficiency threshold required for fault-tolerant quantum computing.54,55

In this letter, we have demonstrated the on-demand single-photon source based on InAs

QD coupled to on-chip ring resonator. By combining a robust DBR ridge WG platform with

the ring cavity, we overcome an intrinsic limitation of the monolithic ridge WGs coupling

efficiency by utilizing a Purcell effect. We observed an over two-fold spontaneous emission

enhancement, proven by time-resolved resonance fluorescence studies. We demonstrated

near-background free single-photon emission with g(2)(0) = 0.0191 ± 0.0007 and near-unity

indistinguishability of 0.95±0.02. To best of our knowledge, it is the first demonstration

of resonance fluorescence studies on the on-chip integrated ring resonators showing opti-

cal coherent control and on-demand indistinguishable single-photon generation. Taken the

high degree of indistinguishability of the on-chip generated photons shown here, our struc-

tures could be used to realize various optical quantum-computing algorithms, interference

of multiple photons, and the generation of photonic cluster states. We believe, that our

devices could be further improved in terms of performance by the better spatial alignment

of the ring cavity mode and QD position, to utilize larger Purcell enhancement and coupling

efficiency, while keeping high single-photon indistinguishability. Moreover, our structures

could be straightforwardly monolithically integrated with other on-chip functionalities in-

cluding beam-splitters, phase shifter, detectors and other devices, suitable for handling large

scale advanced quantum optics experiments on-chip. A potential of manufacturing such

circuits, combined with the high purity and potentially a high efficiency indistinguishable

single-photon sources, open a route towards fully integrated and thus scalable quantum

information processing.
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